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Title: Kenya facing resistance to its push for a total ban on ivory trading 

First Broadcast: 22.09.2016 

Source: ABC’s The World Today 

Minutes: 3:32 

Audio & Script: http://www.abc.net.au/worldtoday/content/2016/s4543524.htm 

Summary: 
Although ivory trading is banned internationally, domestic sales within many countries in 
Africa is still legal. Now Kenya is pushing for a total ban. 

Interviewee(s) 
• Tim Jackson, wildlife writer 
• UK environment secretary, Andrea Leadsom 

 
 

 
 
 
KEY WORDS 

Below is a list of words which appear in the report - which ones don't you know or you are unsure what 
they mean? 
 
 

� resistance to ban (n) � alarming rate (adj) � curb illegal trade (v) 

� unprecedented steps (adj) � insatiable demand (adj) � numerous reasons (adj) 

� deliberate act (adj) � sickening (adj) � concerted action (adj) 

� slaughter of elephants (n) � stockpile (n) � on the agenda (n) 

� justification (n) � monetary value (adj)  
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DEFINITION MATCH 
 
Can you match the words with their correct definition? Use a dictionary to help you if you aren’t sure. 
  
 

amass, accumulate, keep in reserve  
causing a feeling of disgust, 
repulsive 

 

financial  
good reason for something to be 
done 

 

intentional, done on purpose  
jointly planned, coordinated  
kill  
limit, restrict, slow down  
many, several  
not done before, unheard of, 
extraordinary, uncommon 

 

opposition to, unwillingness to 
accept 

 

plan of things to be done or 
problems to be addressed 

 

unable to be satisfied  
worrying, disturbing  

 

resistance to ban (n) 

unprecedented steps (adj) 

deliberate act (adj) 

slaughter of elephants (n) 

justification (n) 

alarming rate (adj) 

insatiable demand (adj) 

sickening (adj) 

stockpile (n) 

monetary value (adj) 

curb illegal trade (v) 

numerous reasons (adj) 

concerted action (adj) 

on the agenda (n) 
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SUMMARY 
 
Although ivory trading is banned internationally, domestic sales within many countries in Africa is still 
legal. Now Kenya is pushing for a total ban. 
 
 
FOCUS QUESTIONS 
  
• What is ivory? Where does it come from? What is it used for? 

• In which parts of the world is there a lot of demand for ivory products? 

• Why is there a ban on the international trade in ivory? 

• Is there any justification for allowing the domestic sale of ivory to continue? 

• Why do you think some African countries want the sale of ivory to be legal? 

• Do you think having a legal trade in ivory can help curb the illegal trade? 

 
LISTENING 
 
Listen to the report and answer the questions 
 
• Which country says it’s elephant numbers are rising and wants the international ban on the sale 

advisory to be lifted? …………………………………………….. 
 
• Britain has agreed to ban the sale of ivory unless it is …………………………………………….. 

 
• Conservationists also want more done to protect which other African animal? 

…………………………………………….. 
 
  
After listening to the report, try to answer the following questions 
 
1. What did Kenya do to shock the world into stopping this slaughter of elephants? 

……………………………………………..…………………………………………….. 
 

2. According to Tim Jackson, there were 0.5 million elephants across Africa 7 to 8 years ago. Up until 
2014, what proportion of those elephants were lost?  …………………………………………….. 

 
3. What do Namibia and Zimbabwe say the sale of ivory stockpiles could be used to fund and put a 

monetary value on the animal? …………………………………………….. 
 
4. Does Tim Jackson think the legal trade can help curb the illegal trade?  Yes  /  No 
 
5. There is a total ban on the sale of ivory in the United States.  T  /  F 
 
6. What did the following figure refer to? 
 

1300 –  
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CLOZE 
 
Use the words to complete the sentences  
 
The form of the word may need to be changed 
 

resistance                   unprecedented        deliberate            slaughter            justification             

alarming                   insatiable                      sickening                   stockpile 

monetary                  curb                   numerous                        concerted                agenda 

 
 
1. Aboriginal leaders in northern Queensland were supportive of a proposed scheme to allow hunters to 

kill a limited number of crocodiles each year. They said it would help control crocodile numbers and 
also provide a ……………………………………………………… benefit for local communities. 

2. Australia’s 20 plus years of uninterrupted economic growth is ……………………………………………………in the 
country’s history. 

3. Climate scientists were ……………………………………………………to hear the news that the government had 
scrapped its planned carbon tax. 

4. Images of poachers cutting off the rhino’s horns while it was still alive 
……………………………………………………the audience. 

5. Japan ……………………………………………………its killing of hundreds of wales each year as being necessary 
for scientific research. 

6. Police said the fire was suspicious and they believe it had been ……………………………………………………lit. 
They had taken two people in for questioning. 

7. The furniture company had been accused in the media recently of using timber sourced from illegally 
logged forests. So this issue was the first item on the ……………………………………………………at the monthly 
management meeting.  

8. The government ……………………………………………………calls from environmentalists to ban logging in the 
forest. They said the industry created hundreds of jobs and was vital to the local economy. 

9. The man had been caught fishing illegally ……………………………………………………times by authorities. In 
the latest case before the court, the judge warned him if he was caught once more he would be 
jailed. 

10. The ……………………………………………………of seals for their skins is a common practice in Canada and 
Norway despite international objections to the practice. 

11. The UN Secretary General said all governments needed to make a 
……………………………………………………effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

12. The US has ……………………………………………………an emergency supply of around 700 million barrels of 
oil.  

13. The woman has an ……………………………………………………appetite for Korean TV drama. She could easily 
spend the whole day watching her favourite programs. 

14. Together with a big increase in taxes, the government launched a new advertising campaign to try 
and ……………………………………………………smoking rates, especially among young people. 
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ANSWERS 
 
• South Africa 
• F – near total ban 
• The African rhino 
 
 

1. it burned the tusks of 6000 elephants 
2. 30% / 140,000 
3. conservation projects 
4. no  
5. 70 years old 
6. The number of African rhino which were illegally killed last year 
 

  
 

opposition to, unwillingness to accept resistance  
not done before, unheard of, 
extraordinary, uncommon 

unprecedented  

intentional, done on purpose deliberate  
kill slaughter 
good reason for something to be done justification 
worrying, disturbing alarming 
unable to be satisfied insatiable  
causing a feeling of disgust, repulsive sickening 
amass, accumulate, keep in reserve stockpile 
financial monetary  
limit, restrict, slow down curb  
many, several numerous  
jointly planned, coordinated concerted  
plan of things to be done or problems to 
be addressed 

agenda 
 

resistance to ban (n) 
unprecedented steps (adj) 
deliberate act (adj) 
slaughter of elephants (n) 
justification (n) 
alarming rate (adj) 
insatiable demand (adj) 
sickening (adj) 
stockpile (n) 
monetary value (adj) 
curb illegal trade (v) 
numerous reasons (adj) 
concerted action (adj) 
on the agenda (n) 

 

 
1. The government resisted calls from environmentalists to ban logging in the forest. They said the 

industry created hundreds of jobs and was vital to the local economy. 
2. Australia’s 20 plus years of uninterrupted economic growth is unprecedented in the country’s 

history. 
3. Police said the fire was suspicious and they believe it had been deliberately lit. They had taken two 

people in for questioning. 
4. The slaughter of seals for their skins is a common practice in Canada and Norway despite 

international objections to the practice. 
5. Japan justifies its killing of hundreds of wales each year as being necessary for scientific research. 
6. Climate scientists were alarmed to hear the news that the government had scrapped its planned 

carbon tax. 
7. The US has stockpiled an emergency supply of around 700 million barrels of oil.  
8. The woman has an insatiable appetite for Korean TV drama. She could easily spend the whole day 

watching her favourite programs. 
9. Images of poachers cutting off the rhino’s horns while it was still alive sickened the audience. 
10. Aboriginal leaders in northern Queensland were supportive of a proposed scheme to allow hunters to 

kill a limited number of crocodiles each year. They said it would help control crocodile numbers and 
also provide a monitory benefit for local communities. 

11. Together with a big increase in taxes, the government launched a new advertising campaign to try 
and curb smoking rates, especially among young people. 

12. The man had been caught fishing illegally numerous times by authorities. In the latest case before 
the court, the judge warned him if he was caught once more he would be jailed. 

13. The UN Secretary General said all governments needed to make a concerted effort to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

14. The furniture company had been accused in the media recently of using timber sourced from illegally 
logged forests. So this issue was the first item on the agenda at the monthly management meeting.  

 


